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US streaming pioneer Netflix reported a decline in its subscribers for the first time in more than 10 years while presenting its quarterly figures last week. In Q1, a total of around 200,000 paid
subscriptions were lost, reducing the global user to 221.6 million users at the end of the quarter. One of the reasons was the war in Ukraine: Netflix, like many other Western companies,
abandoned its Russian business in response to the Russian invasion of Ukraine, losing around 700,000 customers in the process. However, even allowing for this factor, Netflix would have
fallen well short of its own forecast of 2.5 million, with an increase of 500,000 customers in the quarter.

On the stock market, the numbers came as a bit of a shock: Netflix shares lost 35 per cent the day after the quarterly presentation, having already fallen by almost two-thirds of their New
Year value. However, other streaming providers’ shares also reacted with losses, the figures indicating that the gold rush in the market is coming to an end and the days when a few
providers profited from the streaming boom during the first Corona pandemic lockdowns are likely numbered. Now, in addition to the established industry giants Netflix and Amazon Prime,
several new players have entered the market and are competing for viewers‘ favour, money, and attention spans.

More and More Providers Competing for Streaming Consumers

Entertainment behemoth Disney, for example, got off to a lightning start with its November 2019 launch of streaming service Disney+. By the end of 2021, the service already had 130 million
customers. Disney‘s other streaming service Hulu also made significant gains recently. Finally, iPhone manufacturer Apple also hit the deck running and immediately became a major player
with its Apple TV+ service and opulent in-house productions.

The Paramount+ service, which belongs to the US media group ViacomCBS, is also new to the market in 2021. The new platform can boast the rights to numerous films and series from
Hollywood pioneer Paramount, gaining 32.8 million users by the end of the year. By 2024, Paramount wants to crack the 100 million mark.

Linear TV program providers are also increasingly involved in the market. For example, HBO, the pay-TV broadcaster known for its Game of Thrones tv series, recently reported strong
growth for its streaming service HBO Max. In Q1, the service increased its subscriber base by 3 million to just under 77 million. In Germany, Bertelsman Group-owned TV group RTL
relaunched its streaming service TV Now as RTL plus, reaching more than 3 million viewers by late February.

Competition is making business increasingly difficult for streaming providers, to which is added rising inflation. This is because many customers no longer want to pay for a high number of
services in view of the rising cost of living and are starting to cancel existing streaming subscriptions. Especially in the saturated US market, cancellations are becoming a problem for the
industry, according to a December study by consultant Deloitte: in 2021, the cancellation rate already lay at 35 per cent. Globally, more than 150 million people could cancel their paid
subscriptions in 2022, according to Deloitte projections.

To retain their customers, many providers are therefore continuing to rely on lavish in-house productions. “Streaming services are forced to identify and buy new content, trends and ideas as
quickly as possible in order to survive in the fierce competition,” said Lucy Smith, Director of the world’s largest television trade show “MIP TV”, most recently in an interview with the
Deutsche Presse-Agentur (dpa). The big challenge for streamers, she said, is to retain subscribers and continue to increase growth rates. “But they’re obviously approaching a limit there,”
Smith added.

“How much investment can the streamers handle to finance the costly productions?” Ufa CEO Nico Hofmann asked openly. He added that this also raises the question of how much talent
is left in the market at all to continue to realise the content.

Streamers Increasingly Rely on Free Content

These huge investments are likely increasingly facing diminishing returns in the saturated market, the Deloitte experts believe, especially since production costs will also continue to rise.
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Increasing competition from streamers is also driving up prices for scripts and productions. Many providers are therefore likely to focus on niches, additional offers such as video games or
ad-financed free models alongside paid premium content, the experts expect.

Netflix, for example, has already announced a cheaper subscription with intermediary advertising clips. Netflix has never had anything like this before, and Netflix CEO Reed Hastings has
had little interest in it before. However, Netflix is now open to the advertising model, he said. “We’re looking at this and trying to get it up and running in a year or two.” Details such as
advertising personalisation could be left to others, Hastings said when presenting the quarterly figures.

Amazon is also increasingly focusing on free content. The US retail giant plans to launch a free streaming service in Germany this year. The free streaming service IMDb TV already exists
in the US and the UK and will launch in Germany “later this year.” In addition, IMDb TV will be renamed Amazon Freevee. The service is financed by advertising revenue.

In addition, many streamers want to expand their video offerings to include other services. In 2021, Netflix launched its expansion into the gaming business. The video streaming service
already made its first five smartphone games available to subscribers. Video games are considered the most important competitor for streaming services alongside social media. Young
people between the ages of 14 and 25 now spend more time playing video games than watching tv series, the Deloitte study shows.

CONCLUSION: The business model of streaming TV providers has come under pressure. For the first time in 10 years, the number of Netflix subscribers has fallen. Now free
content with advertising and video games could gain in importance.
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